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Abstract 
 

Oceanic cloudiness, precipitation, and sea-surface temperature (SST) are important and related climate fields.  
Here development of a new historical analysis of total cloudiness over the oceans is described.  Some joint evaluation 
of cloudiness, SST, and precipitation is done to help to give an overall picture of how these variables change and 
interact on regional to global scales since 1900.  Intercomparisons of the observation-based reconstructions show 
consistencies among the three different fields.  In all three consistent multi-decadal and ENSO variations are apparent.  
The first joint mode describes multi-decadal variations that indicate increases in all three in the southern oceans, the 
tropical Indian and east tropical Pacific and the northeast Pacific and Atlantic.  The second joint mode describes ENSO, 
which describes tropical Pacific maxima in cloudiness near the date line, in precipitation slightly east of the date line, 
and in SST slightly east of the precipitation.  Since cloudiness is statistically reconstructed independent of the others, 
that consistency builds confidence in the validity of all of the reconstructions.  The joint evaluations discussed here are 
preliminary and they suggest the possibility for more extensive climate studies using these data.  In addition, these 
statistical reconstructions may be valuable for the development and validation of improved dynamic climate models. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
 Cloudiness is an important climate variable since it affects the amount of incoming short-
wave radiation reflected and the amount of long-wave radiation re-radiated to the surface.  
Cloudiness is also related to both temperature and precipitation, making it an important diagnostic 
variable for evaluating historical climate variations.  Over land observations have shown large-
scale relationships between cloudiness and precipitation multi-decadal variations, but cloud 
changes remain a major uncertainty in modeling climate sensitivity, as discussed in the review by 
Trenberth et al. (2007).  Improved ocean-area cloud analyses can give a more complete description 
of how cloud variations interact with precipitation and temperature.  There are long records of 
oceanic cloudiness from ship observations that can be used to analyze marine cloudiness.  Here 
analyses of monthly oceanic total cloudiness are described.  We analyze the total oceanic 
cloudiness, rather than analysis of separate cloud types, because long records of total cloudiness are 
available.   
 

The reconstruction of global monthly sea surface temperature (SST) and precipitation have 
been made (Smith et al., 1996; Smith and Reynolds, 2005; Smith et al., 2009).  To explore the 
physical relationships among the cloudiness, SST, and precipitation over interannual to multi-
decadal time scales, we here reconstruct the global cloudiness data from 1900.  The long-term 
observed cloudiness data are the monthly oktas from ICOADS (International Comprehensive 
Ocean Atmosphere Data Set) from 1900.  The clouds are classified into 9 categories: 0, 1, 2, …, 8, 
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with 0 as clear sky and 8 and complete overcast.  Reconstruction statistics are computed from a 
merged satellite and in situ monthly analysis of cloudiness from 1984 to 2007.  The reconstruction 
from 1900 is produced using those statistics with the ICOADS cloudiness data. 
 
 In the following sections the comparison sea-surface temperature and precipitation analyses 
are first described.  Then cloudiness data and adjustments to the satellite data are described, 
followed by a description of the construction of the merged satellite and in situ cloudiness product.  
Next the reconstruction of annual cloudiness and its relationships to SST and precipitation are 
discussed.  Following that monthly and seasonal cloudiness reconstructions are described. 
 
 
2. Comparison SST and Precipitation Analyses 
 
 Historical sea-surface temperature (SST) has been analyzed using modern satellite-based 
data and historical in situ observations.  Satellite based analyses are available beginning 1982, and 
historical observations are available beginning the middle of the 19th Century.  The satellite-based 
data are used to define statistics, which are typically a set of spatial modes such as empirical 
orthogonal functions (EOFs).  The analysis may be produced by using the incomplete historical in 
situ data to find weights for the spatial modes.  Weights are found that minimize the error of the 
analysis at points where there are data.  In this way a spatially-complete analyses for the historical 
period may be produced.  These analyses are often referred to as reconstructions.  The SST 
reconstruction used here is described by Smith et al. (2008).   
 

In addition to SST, global precipitation has also been reconstructed beginning 1900.  Since 
there are few historical precipitation observations over the oceans, the global reconstructions are 
best when additional data that correlate with precipitation are included.  We found that on annual 
time scales, a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) using SST and sea-level pressure anomalies 
improve the oceanic precipitation reconstruction (Smith et al. 2009).  The spatial scales in the CCA 
appear to be too large when compared to the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) 
satellite-based analysis of Adler et al. (2003).   
 
 Here the annual CCA precipitation is combined with annual gauge data using statistics 
based on annual GPCP data.  The annual gauge data used are computed from the 5° monthly data 
of Vose et al. (1998).  The monthly gauge anomalies are averaged to annual anomalies to be 
combined with the 5° annual CCA anomalies.  All anomalies are recentered onto a common base 
period before combination.  The statistics used to combine them are a set of 20 global-annual EOF 
modes based on GPCP averaged to the 5° annual grid.  The annual combination is done by 
reconstructing using both the CCA and gauge anomalies as inputs to find weights for the global-
annual EOF modes.  The CCA is used only over ocean areas and the gauge data are used over land 
and island regions where it is defined.  If a grid square defined as ocean has a gauge value then that 
gauge value replaces the CCA value.  This filters the CCA over ocean areas while also using the 
available gauge observations.  The result is annual oceanic variations with spatial scales more 
similar to the annual GPCP spatial scales in their overlap period.  Over oceans the spatial patterns 
in this precipitation reconstruction are generally smaller than those in the CCA, although there is 
little difference in the global average over oceans. 
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 As a test a similar annual precipitation analysis was computed using only gauge data as 
inputs.  Similar interannual variations were computed over oceans.  Without CCA inputs the 
oceanic multi-decadal variations were consistent but weaker than multi-decadal variations 
computed using both gauges and CCA.  The CCA uses ocean data in the form of SST and SLP to 
specify precipitation, and therefore may better represent ocean variations compared to an analysis 
using only teleconnections from over land. 
 
 The annual first-guess precipitation from combined CCA and gauge data was adjusted using 
a monthly increment analysis.  The monthly increments of the gauges are defined as the difference 
of the monthly values from the annual average.  They were reconstructed globally using a set of 40 
global-monthly increment EOFs based on increments computed using GPCP.  The reconstruction 
of increments uses only the gauge increments from over land and islands.  Here we only briefly 
describe this analysis, which is constructed from analyses and methods previously described in 
publications.  A more comprehensive discussion of this precipitation analysis, including error 
estimates for the analysis, is planned for the near future. 
 
 
3. Cloudiness Data 
 
 The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) has global monthly cloud 
data from satellite observations from June 1983 to June 2008.  We use those data, which we 
obtained from NASA (http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/).  ISCCP data are documented by Rossow et al. 
(1996).  The data we used are the 2.5º square-grid monthly data.  Higher spatial and temporal 
resolution data are available.  However, our goal here is to blend satellite data with low-resolution 
in situ data, and these lower-resolution data suitable for this purposes.  ISCCP cloudiness data are 
available as a percentage, which we convert to eights of sky cover (oktas) to be consistent with the 
in situ data.  Conversion is done by binning the percentages into nine categories, from 0 to 8 eights 
of sky coverage.  
 
 Non-physical variations in ISCCP can occur because those data use a mix of different 
geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites that give unequal sampling in different regions and for 
different times.  Some non-physical variations are revealed by examination of the leading Empirical 
Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) of the monthly data.  Here covariance-based EOFs are computed 
using the full data including the annual cycle.  Most of the first five modes indicate annual or semi-
annual variations with relatively modest multi-decadal changes.  However, for the third ISCCP 
EOF (Fig. 1) the time series indicates a slight shift in the late 1990s and the spatial pattern indicates 
physically unexplainable variations in the Indian Ocean region.  Those apparently non-physical 
variations were also identified by Evan et al. (2007) in an evaluation of non-physical signals in 
ISCCP.  There are known satellite sampling problems for that region and changes in the region’s 
sampling in the 1990s.  Outside the Indian Ocean region the variations associated with the mode 3 
spatial pattern are much more physically reasonable, although rotation of the EOFs did not isolate 
the Indian Ocean variations.  Since much of the mode 3 variations appear to reflect non-physical 
variations they are removed from the ISCCP data used here.  This filtering also removes some 
physical variations from the ISCCP data, especially at low latitudes.  As we discuss below, there 
are enough in situ data at low latitudes to make up for most deficiencies caused by this filtering 
when the merged satellite and in situ analysis is formed, and our goal here is to remove the largest 
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spurious variations from the satellite data.  Other EOF modes do not indicate non-physical features 
in their patterns or time-series shifts as clearly as EOF 3, and therefore we only remove variations 
associated with that mode. 
 

 
Figure 1.  The third covariance EOF of monthly ISCCP cloudiness. 
 
 We used several versions of the ISCCP data to test merging with in situ data, including 
ISCCP with no adjustments, ISCCP adjusted only by removing the EOF 3 variance displayed in 
Fig. 1.  The satellite and in situ merging, which is discussed later, weights the in situ data more 
heavily and depends on the satellite data to fill in gaps.  For the satellite base period there tends to 
be adequate in situ sampling at low latitudes.  Since the EOF 3 adjustment is strongest at low 
latitudes it does not have a large influence on the merged product.   
 
 Another region influenced by ISCCP sampling changes is high latitudes, where there is a 
transition from a preference for geostationary satellites equatorward of 55° latitude to more reliance 
on polar orbiters (Rossow et al. 1996).  That transition is needed because of the increasing zenith 
angle of geostationary satellites at high latitudes.  Figure 1 includes a hint of possible satellite 
sampling bias from that transition in the spatial patterns in the 50ºS-60ºS band.  It is most 
noticeable in the south Indian Ocean, where a line of positive weights extends zonally.   
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Using the version of ISCCP adjusted only by removing the EOF 3 variations, the merged 
satellite and in situ analysis produces a line of variations across 50ºS-60ºS.  Since that is a region 
where different satellites are combined, it is likely that the variance is an artifact of the ISCCP 
construction.  In that region the in situ data start out sparse at the beginning of the satellite period 
and get sparser over the period.  Therefore, we produced a version of ISCCP that was adjusted by 
removing the EOF 3 variance and also adjusted to minimize zonal bias relative to in situ data. 
 
 Although the base-period in situ data are sparser in the southern oceans compared to other 
regions, they are sufficient for computing a large-scale bias adjustment.  To define the adjustment 
we first compute the difference between the in situ and ISCCP data each month at locations where 
both are sampled.  That difference is smoothed using a 12.5º spatial running-mean filter (5x5 grid 
boxes on the 2.5º grid, for a maximum of 25 grid boxes).  The running-mean filter smoothes and 
fills some spatial gaps in the difference.  Filling is done by computing a mean for all 12.5º areas 
that have differences defined in at least 3 individual grid boxes.  The zonal means of those 
smoothed differences are computed for all latitudes where there are at least 5 grid boxes with 
smoothed differences.  This defines a large-scale zonal bias, which is then removed from the 
ISCCP data.  Removal of this zonal bias minimizes artificial variations across the high latitude 
seams where geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites are joined. 
 
  The in situ data used for merging and later for reconstruction is the International 
Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS) cloudiness observations.  They were 
obtained from the Research Data Archive (RDA) which is maintained by the Computational and 
Information Systems Laboratory (CISL) at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).  
NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF). The original data are available 
from the RDA (http://dss.ucar.edu) in dataset number ds540.1 (Worley et al. 2005).  These 
cloudiness data are available in oktas.  We use the monthly 2º summary statistics.  The median 
cloudiness was used to minimize noise that may affect the mean when the number of observations 
is small.  The monthly median cloudiness and number of observations were averaged within the 
appropriate 2.5º grid squares using the mean latitude and longitude available in the summary 
statistics. 
 
 We compute the ICOADS data on the 2.5° grid using all monthly data within the base 
period.  The reconstructions described later use ICOADS data on a 5° grid for the historical 
reconstruction period, which begins 1900.  For the historical period the 5° monthly ICOADS are 
formed similar to the 2.5° data, except that a 5° value is only defined when there are at least three 
individual observations.  That requirement is to reduce noise in the historical values.  We also form 
a set of annual 5° ICOADS values.  Annual values are defined at locations with monthly values for 
at least six months of the year. 
 
 To show how the annual 5° sampling cloudiness changes over time, the percent of ocean 
areas sampled are computed for the Southern Hemisphere extratropics (S.H., 90°S-25°S), the 
tropics (25°S-25°N), the Northern Hemisphere extratropics (N.H., 25°N-90°N), and globally.  The 
percentage of ocean area sampled is consistently lower in the southern extratropics (Fig. 2).  In both 
the tropics and the northern extratropics sampling is better.  Sampling is best since 1950, and it is 
low in all regions associated with the two world wars.  However, the global sampling tends to be 
40% or more for most of the period, suggesting that global reconstructions should be possible based 
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on our experience of reconstructing the global SST and precipitation fields (Smith and Reynolds, 
2005; Smith et al., 2010).  Sampling tends to decrease for the most recent years, especially in the 
S.H.  That decrease is due to a lag time for incorporating some data into ICOADS. 
 

 
Figure 2.  The percent of ocean area sampled by annual and 5°-spatial averaged cloudiness in the indicated 
regions.  Regions are defined in the text. 
 
 
4. Satellite and In Situ Merged Analysis 
 
 The two cloudiness estimates are blended on the 2.5° monthly grid using optimum 
interpolation (OI, see e.g., Reynolds and Smith 1994).  OI produces interpolated values by finding 
weights for observations surrounding the interpolation point.  The interpolation is the weighted sum 
of those surrounding values.  The weights are optimum in the sense that if statistics used for the OI 
are known exactly then no other set of weights will yield a smaller error.  In practice the statistics 
are only approximately known and the result is only approximately optimal.   
 

Here the OI uses data over 12.5º in longitude by 7.5º in latitude regions (i.e., 5x3 2.5º grid 
boxes) centered on the analysis grid box.  Over this region the analysis assumes that the signal 
variance is constant.  The zonal correlation scale is set to a constant 400 km and the meridional 
scale set to a constant 250 km.  The smallest spatial scale that can be resolved is the grid-box size, 
which is approximately 250 km square at the equator.  That defines the meridional scale.  The 
larger zonal scale is used because climate features tend to have larger zonal than meridional scales.  
For example, for SST Reynolds and Smith (1994) measured average zonal and meridional scales of 
850 and 615 km, respectively.  The raw satellite and in situ data also exhibit a tendency for larger 
zonal spatial scales.  Because the analysis here uses data from over a limited area with dense 
sampling over that area, details in the spatial scales will have little influence on the OI. 
 
 The ISCCP satellite data may contain uncorrected biases that could contaminate the blended 
product if the satellite data are given too strong a weight in the final product.  We adjust ISCCP to 
reduce biases, but some bias may remain.  Although in situ sampling changes over the satellite 
period, the observations are likely to be less biased than the satellite estimates.  For that reason we 
wish to have the analysis dominated by ICOADS where those data are sufficiently dense.  If there 
are at least four 2.5° ICOADS squares filled in the 5x3 region then only ICOADS is used for the OI 
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at the center of that area.  If there are fewer than four ICOADS squares filled then ISCCP is used 
along with whatever ICOADS data are available.  The noise/signal variance ratio assigned to 
ISCCP is set to 1 for all areas.  For ICOADS the noise/signal is set to 2/n, where n is the number of 
ICOADS individual observations for the 2.5º square.  Thus, when both ISCCP and ICOADS are 
present the ICOADS will be weighted greater in squares with more than two observations.  These 
data-noise assignments are made to emphasize ICOADS in squares that have multiple in situ 
observations.  This noise assignment is made to limit the influence of possible residual biases in 
ISCCP, and is not representative of the relative noise of the satellite and in situ data.  For an 
improved merged analysis, a more complete bias adjustment for the satellite data could be 
developed and applied.  Then the relative noise of the improved adjusted satellite and in situ data 
could be more rigorously defined for an improved OI.  Such an approach could be applied for 
development of an operational merged analysis.  Our goal in developing this analysis is to provide 
stable base data for computing large-scale historical reconstruction statistics, and such refinements 
would likely have little influence on those statistics. 
 

Since a large number of observations may lead to over smoothing, in cases when more than 
12 observations are available the OI selects the best 12, considering correlation and noise.  The data 
weights computed for this OI are also normalized so that their sum is one.  Without normalization 
the analysis could be damped towards zero when data are sparser, which would artificially damp 
the analysis variance relative to the satellite and in situ observations.  Normalization of the weights 
is an approach that has proven to be effective in preventing analysis damping. 
 
 An example of the blended analysis and the OI inputs are shown for Jan 1984 (Fig. 3).  The 
blend strongly resembles ICOADS, as intended.  Note that the adjusted ISCCP has some apparent 
residual bias, such as in the Indian Ocean where cloudiness exhibits a satellite-sampling arc.  Such 
sampling artifacts are not apparent in the blended analysis.  Averaged over common-sampling 
areas, there is almost no difference between ICOADS and the blended analysis.  Differences occur 
in regions without ICOADS sampling, where the ISCCP fills in the gaps.  For Jan 2007 (Fig. 4) the 
ICOADS sampling is much sparser, especially in the southern oceans.  In the later periods the 
southern oceans have fewer satellite and in situ data pairs for defining the zonal bias adjustment, 
making the adjustment cruder.  Those adjusted southern ocean ISCCP data are much more 
important in later periods, as can be seen by comparing the merged and adjusted ISCCP fields for 
Jan 2007. 
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Figure 3.  Cloudiness for Jan 1984.  The merged (upper), adjusted ISCCP (middle), and ICOADS (lower) inputs 
are shown in oktas. 
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Figure 4.  Cloudiness for Jan 2007.  The merged (upper), adjusted ISCCP (middle), and ICOADS (lower) inputs 
are shown in oktas.   
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5. Annual Reconstruction of Historical Cloudiness 
 
5.1 Annual Cloudiness Reconstruction 
 
 The cloudiness reconstruction uses the merged ISCCP and ICOADS cloudiness dataset 
from 1984-2007 for computing analysis statistics.  Anomalies of the annual base data were used to 
compute covariance EOFs for use in annual reconstructions.  The percent variance associated with 
each of these EOFs (Table 1) is highest for the first two modes.  The first 10 modes are used for 
reconstruction and account for about 66% of the base-data variance.  Variations in higher modes 
tend to be associated with small-scale features that are unlikely to be well sampled in historical 
periods and which will be filtered out of the annual reconstruction.  There is a clear variance 
separation between the first four EOFs, which are most important to the reconstruction.  Separation 
between higher-numbered EOFs is less.  However, those higher-numbered EOFs contribute much 
less to the reconstruction.  Thus, the annual reconstruction is minimally sensitive to the exact 
number of mode used, and almost identical results could be obtained using 8 to 10 modes. 
 

The reconstruction is performed using methods similar to those described by Smith et al. 
(1996).  Here we also use screening regression to remove modes with insufficient sampling, as 
described by Smith et al. (1998).  We screen out modes that do not have at least 20% of their 
variance sampled.  Requiring 20% variance sampling is based on knowledge gained from 
reconstructions of sea-surface temperature (SST) and precipitation.  Cross validation typically 
indicates that requiring 5% to 10% sampling is sufficient to maximize analysis skill.  Skill typically 
changes only slightly requiring either 10% or 20%, although the higher requirement may be used to 
ensure that data noise is filtered out of the reconstruction.  Although the requirement that at least 
20% of the variance be sampled for each mode is fairly strict, the historical data are still sufficient 
to support all ten annual modes in all years. 
 
 
 
Table 1.  The % variance for the 1st 10 EOF modes of OI blended base (1984-2007) cloudiness. 

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9    10 
  13.80 11.53  8.69  6.08  5.05  4.94  4.26  4.08  3.78  3.56 

 
 
 
 Examination of the individual modes used for reconstructing the historical period indicates 
the processes associated with cloudiness annual variations.  The first mode reflects El 
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variations, with peaks in its time series reflecting episodes in 
1987, 1992, and 1997 (Fig. 5).  The spatial positive maximum is west of the region associated with 
maximum ENSO SST anomalies.  The cloudiness shift relative to SST is because of how ENSO 
episodes develop.  In warm ENSO, enhanced atmospheric convergence in the west-central 
equatorial Pacific causes westerly wind anomalies, which trigger oceanic equatorial Kelvin waves 
that lead to warm SST anomalies to the east of the atmospheric convergence.  In cool ENSO 
atmospheric convergence is further west, leading to enhanced easterly equatorial winds, which 
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enhances upwelling and cool SST along the equator.  Without the bias adjustments applied to 
ISCCP, the first EOF of annual averages was similar at most latitudes but had strong loadings 
across roughly 50ºS-60ºS.  The zonal bias adjustment removed those apparently spurious 
variations.  The second mode (not shown) represents a trend in the annual base data.  Loading for 
the trend are strong in low and mid latitudes where there is in situ sampling throughout the period, 
so it should be minimally influenced by any residual biases in the satellite data.  The third mode 
(not shown) is a modified ENSO mode that compliments the first mode. 
 
 The historical cloudiness reconstruction is performed on historical in situ annual averages 
that have had the base-period annual average removed.  Those historical annual anomalies are used 
to find weights for each of the first ten annual EOFs by fitting them to the set of modes, minimizing 
the error of the fit at locations with sampling, as in Smith et al. (1996).  After reconstruction of the 
anomalies the base mean is added onto the reconstructed anomalies to yield the ocean-area 
cloudiness reconstruction in oktas. 
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Figure 5.  Annual EOF mode 1 pattern and time series computed using the base data. 
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5.2 Annual Relationships between Reconstructed Cloudiness, SST, and Precipitation 
 
 To illustrate the multi-decadal cloudiness variations several EOF analyses were performed 
using the annual cloudiness reconstruction.  First an EOF analysis was done of the cloudiness 
alone, and next a joint EOF (JEOF) analyses were performed using the normalized annual 
cloudiness along with normalized annual reconstructions of either SST or combined SST and 
precipitation.  A JEOF is similar to an ordinary EOF analysis, except that for the JEOF multiple 
normalized fields are stacked one on the other for each time.  The analysis is performed on the set 
of stacked fields to find the modes of common variations.  For the leading modes the time series 
and cloudiness patterns are similar in both the individual and joint analyses.  Here we will discuss 
the JEOF of annual cloudiness, SST and precipitation.  Since the cloudiness and SST 
reconstructions are independent, these joint analyses indicate consistent leading climate variations 
within those fields.  The precipitation reconstruction is independent of the cloudiness 
reconstruction, but it is partly dependent on the SST reconstruction, as described above.   
 
 The first JEOF (Fig. 6) indicates trend-like variations over most of the period.  In the early 
1940s there is a local maximum in the time series coincident with the Second World War, possibly 
caused by unresolved data bias.  There are also several times when there is a brief downward 
tendency, including just after 1900, the late 1940s, and just after 2000.  Over the 20th Century the 
first mode indicates multi-decadal variations consistent with global SST, which increases through 
the century and also has a peak in the early 1940s (e.g., see Smith et al. 2005).  Some of the spatial 
patterns associated with the 1st JEOF are co-located in the cloudiness and SST, including over 
much of the tropical and mid-latitude Atlantic and Indian Oceans where both are positive.  That 
suggests that warming tropical SST has caused enhanced convective activity and cloudiness in 
those regions.  Over the tropical Pacific the cloudiness pattern is positive in the east while the SST 
is most positive in the west Pacific warm-pool region.  This suggests that increasing warm-pool 
temperatures may be causing stronger or more frequent ENSO warm episodes, which would tend to 
increase eastern Pacific cloudiness.  At high latitudes cloudiness variations are caused by variations 
in extra-tropical storm tracks.  There is a tendency for increases in both SST and cloudiness in the 
much of the southern oceans and the northeast Atlantic and Pacific. 
 
 The JEOF mode 1 precipitation variations are generally consistent with the cloudiness.  In 
the tropical Pacific that may be due to ENSO-like multi-decadal variations or an increase in warm 
ENSO strength or frequency.  Over the Indian Ocean the mode suggests increasing tropical 
precipitation from enhanced convection caused by warming SST.  There are also a number of extra-
tropical consistencies, including over the North Atlantic and Pacific, and parts of the southern 
oceans.  Cloudiness and precipitation in this mode are not the same, and there are places where one 
increases and the other decreases, such as the mid latitude southeast Atlantic and Pacific where 
rainfall is low.  The reconstructions suggest decreasing rainfall in those low-rain regions where the 
cloudiness mode generally indicates an increase.  Causes for increasing cloudiness in those low-
rain regions are not clear. 
 
 The second JEOF mode accounts for less than half as much variance as the first, and is 
associated with interannual to multi-decadal variations (Fig. 7).  Much of the variation in this mode 
is associated with ENSO, which is strongly reflected in the Tropical Pacific in all three fields.  The 
equatorial Pacific cloudiness signal is centered furthest west.  Warm ENSO episode development 
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typically begins with western Pacific atmospheric convergence anomalies.  Atmospheric 
convergence anomalies can form when the western Pacific warm pool of surface water that 
supports convection shifts slightly to the east, or it may be triggered by enhanced convection over 
the warm pool due to warming surface waters.  In any case, it triggers feedbacks that include 
enhanced westerly winds in the west equatorial Pacific towards the convergence area.  Those 
enhanced westerly winds in turn trigger oceanic eastward-moving Kelvin waves, which depress the 
equatorial thermocline and cause warmer SST anomalies to the east of the convergence area.  Cool 
ENSO episodes develop when equatorial Pacific atmospheric convection is shifted west to the 
Indonesian region, causing enhanced easterly winds over most of the equatorial Pacific, which 
causes the equatorial thermocline to become shallower and the SST to develop a cool anomaly.  
Equatorial Pacific precipitation anomalies associated with this mode have their maximum near or 
just east of the cloudiness anomalies.  Precipitation anomalies also extend much further east than 
the cloudiness anomalies.  In cool and neutral ENSO periods there is little precipitation over the 
east equatorial Pacific, while during warm ENSO episodes rains can extend much further east.  
That eastern-equatorial Pacific switch, between rain or no rain, is likely responsible for the 
observed precipitation anomaly patterns. 
 

The Mode 2 JEOF also indicates a number of consistent variations at high latitudes, 
including the large mid-Pacific variations near Antarctica.  The extra-tropical variations may 
appear artificially large compared to tropical variations due to the normalization, which is 
necessary for this joint analysis.  Their consistency in the different analyses suggests that these 
high-latitude variations represent reliable teleconnections with the tropics. 
 
 Mode 3 (Fig. 8), accounts for about two-thirds as much variance as the second, and its time 
series suggests that it may be associated with artifacts in the cloudiness reconstruction.  The time 
series is almost flat with only a slight downward trend over most of the period.  There are small 
peaks about the times of the two world wars, suggesting that there may be data biases in those 
periods.  Data are also sparser in those periods, especially in the Southern Hemisphere.  There is a 
strong peak in the most recent period, which includes the dependent period from which the 
reconstruction statistics are developed.  The spatial patterns suggest that this mode could be 
associated with recent North Atlantic variations.  However, more research is needed to better 
understand how much of this variance is physical and how much may be caused by data biases. 
 
 We do not evaluate bias in the historical cloudiness data.  As discussed by Warren et al. 
(1988), such biases can result from changes in sampling practices, from changes in the fraction of 
day to night observations, or from ships avoiding stormy weather which may be associated with 
more cloudiness.  For example, it is possible that changes in how or what part of the day 
observations are made may influence the brief rise in the 1940s cloudiness.  In Warren et al. (1988) 
different historical cloudiness errors were considered.  Their conclusion was that there can be 
biases for some periods of about 1.8%, or about 0.14 oktas.  The time series in Fig. 5 is essentially 
a scaled time series of the global mean, except that the global mean ranges between about 5.25 
oktas early in the 20th Century to about 5.5 oktas late in the century.  Thus, biases can potentially 
account for a significant fraction of the total multi-decadal changes.  However, consistencies in all 
three fields for the first two JEOF modes suggests that the major variations those modes represent 
are caused by physical variations. 
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Figure 6.  The first JEOF of the normalized annual-averaged oceanic cloudiness, precipitation, and SST 
reconstructions. 
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Figure 7.  The second JEOF of the normalized annual-averaged oceanic cloudiness, precipitation, and SST 
reconstructions. 
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Figure 8.  The third JEOF of the normalized annual-averaged oceanic cloudiness, precipitation, and SST 
reconstructions. 
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5.3 Monthly Cloudiness Reconstruction 
 
 Monthly reconstructions use the annual reconstruction as a first guess, and increments from 
that first guess are computed.  The annual-average anomalies are first linearly interpolated to the 
month of the year to form monthly first guess anomaly values, G.  Those first guess values are 
subtracted from the monthly anomalies, A, to form monthly anomaly increments, GAI  .  The 
base data are used to form base anomaly increments, from which a set of 30 monthly-increment 
EOFs are computed.  Over the historical period the annual reconstruction is used to define the first 
guess anomaly.  Data anomaly increments are formed by subtracting that first guess from the 
individual monthly anomalies.  Those data increments are analyzed using the set of increment 
EOFs.  As with the annual average reconstruction, we require that 20% of the variance of a mode 
be sampled for its inclusion in the monthly increment reconstruction.  After reconstruction the 
monthly anomaly is formed by adding back on the first-guess anomaly.  The full cloudiness is 
formed by adding back on the monthly climatology. 
 
 Requiring 20% variance sampling for each mode, the reconstruction chooses 27-30 
increment modes for almost all months before the 1940s.  Only for November 1918 are fewer 
modes sampled, and then 26 modes selected.  That indicates that sampling is adequate to resolve 
most variations before 1940.  For 1941-1945 sampling problems are greater.  The greatest sampling 
problem is for December 1941, when only 7 modes are adequately sampled.  In other months in 
1941-1945 as few as 21 modes are used.  In 1946-1947 27-30 modes are again used, and all 30 
modes are used after 1947.  Thus, we may have less confidence in the reconstructions for earlier 
periods and especially around the Second World War due to the sparse sampling.  In addition, there 
may be biases in the historical data around that period due to changes sampling practices in 
response to wartime situations.  For example, non-standard measuring practices during the war 
were found by Parker et al. (1995) to influence night marine air temperature observations.  In 
addition, Thompson et al. (2008) discuss how unresolved SST biases can influence variations over 
a few years in the middle of the 20th Century.  There may be similar unresolved biases affecting 
cloudiness observations, and more study is needed to identify and possibly adjust for such biases. 
 
 Seasonal reconstructed cloudiness variations are used to illustrate some historical marine 
variations for December-February (DJF) and June-August (JJA), beginning 1900.  The seasonal 
cloudiness is computed by averaging the monthly reconstructions over the seasons.  The global 
ocean average in both seasons shows multi-decadal increases for cloudiness, SST anomalies, and 
precipitation anomalies (Fig. 9).  Cloudiness and SST anomalies both are similar in the two seasons 
and both indicate increasing averages over most of the analysis period.  For precipitation the 
averages also increase, but its multi-decadal to interannual variance is weaker.  For both cloudiness 
and SST the interannual variations are in phase for DJF and JJA.  For precipitation the interannual 
variations are often out of phase between these seasons.  The cloudiness shows a spike in the early 
1940, which is even stronger than the similar shift in SST.  As discussed by Thompson et al. 
(2008), the SST spike may be caused by unresolved SST biases affecting that period.  Until 
cloudiness historical biases are better resolved care should be taken in interpretation of the 1940s 
cloudiness spike. 
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 The spatial standard deviation for each in both seasons (Fig. 10) indicates decreases in 
spatial variations for each field in both seasons.  For cloudiness the decrease is about 10% over the 
reconstruction period.  As noted above the sampling is sufficient to support most cloudiness 
reconstruction modes for most months of the reconstruction.  Therefore, trends in the cloudiness 
means or standard deviations are unlikely to be artifacts of sampling changes.  The largest change 
in cloudiness standard deviation begins in the modern period, similar to the time of the change in 
the time series for the annual JEOF 3 (Fig. 8), which makes it somewhat suspicious.  However, the 
decrease in standard deviation in the independent SST and precipitation fields suggests that at least 
some of the reductions in standard deviation may reflect real climate variations.  Less spatial 
variance in cloudiness could be caused by multi-decadal variations in precipitation that tend to 
concentrate it, with precipitation increasing in high-precipitation regions and decreasing in low-
precipitation regions.  There is evidence for such precipitation changes in climate models, 
observations, and reconstructions (e.g., Allan and Soden 2008, Seidel et al. 2008, Smith et al. 
2009).  Precipitation standard deviation decreases generally over time, but for DJF the recent period 
indicates some increase.  That recent increase in precipitation standard deviation appears to be 
associated with several recent strong ENSO episodes and their influence on DJF. 
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Figure 9.  Global ocean spatial averages of cloudiness, SST anomalies, and precipitation anomalies, each 
averaged for DJF and JJA. 
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Figure 10.  Global ocean spatial standard deviations of cloudiness, SST anomalies, and precipitation anomalies, 
each averaged for DJF and JJA. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions 
 
 A blended ICOADS and ISCCP monthly 2.5º ocean-area cloudiness data set was produced 
for July 1984 to June 2008.  The ISCCP data were adjusted to remove some non-physical 
variations, although some remain after adjustment.  To minimize the influence of remaining 
satellite biases, the blended product is weighted towards ICOADS where those data are available 
and uses ISCCP to help fill gaps.  Comparisons show that the blended analysis is similar to 
ICOADS in most regions and satellite-sampling biases are reduced in the blend.  Because of the 
reduction of satellite biases, the OI blended analysis should be better for climate studies than the 
satellite analysis alone. 
 
 The spatially-complete blended data set was used to compute a set of spatial reconstruction 
modes for a 5º monthly ocean-area cloudiness reconstruction beginning 1900.  The reconstruction 
used those modes and historical ICOADS total cloudiness data.  For most times all or nearly all of 
the reconstruction modes are sampled by the historical data.  Reconstructed multi-decadal 
cloudiness shows variations consistent with independently-analyzed SST multi-decadal changes, 
suggesting that those changes are no artifacts of the analysis.  Uncertainties in the global cloudiness 
remain due to possible data biases over time and residual biases in the satellite data used to help 
produce the base data.  The monthly reconstructed variations indicate some seasonal changes over 
the period.  Overall the multi-decadal and interannual variations are stronger than changes in the 
seasonal cycle. 
 

Analyses of cloudiness by type would be more valuable since different cloud types 
influence the climate differently.  Analyses by type were performed by Warren et al. (1988), but 
cloud-type data only extend back to the 1950s.  Hear our goal is to produce a long record for 
comparison to other reconstructions beginning 1900.  That period can be reconstructed using the 
cloudiness sky cover records available in ICOADS. 
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